TEACHER MATERIAL

ANN-CHARLOTTE EKENSTEN
translated by Hedda Friberg-Harnesk

In Love with Love

ABOUT THE BOOK
Emma works in a store. She likes her job and she is really good at it. Emma often works with
Kim. He is nice and laughs a lot and he has nice freckles on his nose. Kim says that Emma is
on top of things and that he is lucky to work with her. One day, Kim says that he will treat
Emma to food. Is he in love with her?

Friendship and love
Emma thinks that it is fun to work with Kim and that he has nice freckles. “Is that the same
thing as being in love?” her brother asks. He also says that it is easy to confuse friendship
with love. How do you know that you are in love? Discuss in class.

Dictation
Dictation is an exercise that is good for reading, pronunciation and listening comprehension. The students work in pairs. One student reads a sentence that the other one writes
down. It is important that the person who reads, divides the sentences into parts and that
he/she reads slowly. The first page is suitable for the dictation. Write on the board:
. = full stop
, = comma
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EXERCISES WITH KEY
Questions
Emma’s job
1.

Where does Emma work?

2.

What is her job?

3.

What does Emma like about her job?

4.

Why are tidy shelves good?

She works in a store.
She unpacks products.
She likes making the shelves tidy.
Tidy shelves make it easier for customers to find what they are looking for.

Emma does well
5.

Emma often works with Kim. What is he like?

6.

Who is Simon?

7.

Emma is putting jars in neat rows. What does Simon tell her?

8.

It is always good to hear that you are doing well. It is especially good to hear Kim say that.
Why?

He is nice and laughs a lot.
Simon is Emma’s brother.
He tells her that she is the best.

Kim has worked in the store for a long time.

Emma is on top of things
9.

What does Emma like about Kim?

He always talks and make jokes. He has nice freckles on his nose, too.

10. Again, Kim tells Emma that she is good at her job. What does he say?

He says that Emma is really on top of things and that he is lucky to work with her.

11. Every morning, Emma gets a schedule. What is listed there?

The products that are to be unpacked are listed there.

Kim wants to treat Emma
12. What does Kim say about olives?

He says that they taste good with cheese.

13. Does Emma like olives?

She has never tasted them.

14. What does Kim say that he will do?

He will treat Emma to olives.

15. Why does Emma get warm all over?

She thinks that Kim is in love with her.
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Is Emma in love?
16. Emma has her head full of her own thoughts. What is she thinking about?

She is thinking that she is falling in love with Kim.

17. Emma does not tell Kim the truth. What does she say?

She says that she is tired.

Simon pays a visit
18. Where does Emma live?

She lives in a flat of her own in a big, yellow house.

19. What does she do when she comes home?

She cooks dinner.

20. What does she cook for dinner?

She makes pasta with tomato sauce and feta cheese.

21. Do you know which country feta cheese comes from?

Feta cheese comes from Greece.

22. There is a knock on the door. Who is it?

It is Simon, Emma’s brother.

23. Emma’s brother says “Hi there, sis”. What is sis short for?

Sis is short for sister.

24. How does Simon know that something is the matter?

Emma does not look at him.

Emma tells
25. What does Emma tell her brother?

She tells him that she thinks that she is in love with Simon.

26. Emma thinks that Simon is in love with her. What does her brother say about that?

He says that Kim is kind but that is not the same thing as being in love.

Simon tells
27. Simon tells Emma something that makes her sad. What does he tell her?

He tells her that Simon has a girlfriend.

28. What is the question that Emma asks herself?

She asks herself if Kim is the right guy.

In love with love
29. What does Emma say about falling in love?

She says that you cannot fall in love with everyone who is kind.

30. What is the last line of the book?

I fell in love with love.
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Words
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

affär
packa upp
burkar
påsar
hyllor
kunder
ställa ut
burkar
prydliga rader
schema
lager

store
unpack
cans
bags
shelves
customers
display
jars
neat rows
schedule
storage room

Food and drink
olives, cheese, pasta, tomato sauce, feta cheese, coffee
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